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Number-related Brain Potentials Are Differentially
Affected by Mapping Novel Symbols
on Small versus Large Quantities in a

Number Learning Task

Fabian C. G. van den Berg, Peter de Weerd, and Lisa M. Jonkman

Abstract

■ The nature of the mapping process that imbues number sym-
bols with their numerical meaning—known as the “symbol-
grounding process”—remains poorly understood and the topic
of much debate. The aim of this study was to enhance insight into
how the nonsymbolic–symbolic number mapping process and its
neurocognitive correlates might differ between small (1–4; subitiz-
ing range) and larger (6–9) numerical ranges. Hereto, 22 young
adults performed a learning task in which novel symbols acquired
numerical meaning by mapping them onto nonsymbolic magni-
tudes presented as dot arrays (range 1–9). Learning-dependent
changes in accuracy and RT provided evidence for successful
novel symbol quantity mapping in the subitizing (1–4) range only.
Corroborating these behavioral results, the number processing
related P2p component was only modulated by the learning/

mapping of symbols representing small numbers 1–4. The sym-
bolic N1 amplitude increased with learning independent of sym-
bolic numerical range but dependent on the set size of the
preceding dot array; it only occurred when mapping on one to
four item dot arrays that allow for quick retrieval of a numeric
value, on the basis of which, with learning, one could predict
the upcoming symbol causing perceptual expectancy violation
when observing a different symbol. These combined results sug-
gest that exact nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping is only successful
for small quantities 1–4 from which one can readily extract cardi-
nality. Furthermore, we suggest that the P2p reflects the process-
ing stage of first access to or retrieval of numeric codes and might
in future studies be used as a neural correlate of nonsymbolic–
symbolic mapping/symbol learning. ■

INTRODUCTION

Several species have been shown to distinguish between
small sets of objects (Agrillo, Piffer, Bisazza, & Butterworth,
2012; Gross et al., 2009; Xia, Siemann, & Delius, 2000), but
only humans develop a symbolic number system (SNS) in
which each symbol (e.g., number word or Arabic digit) rep-
resents a specific quantity. Acquisition of the SNS is a long
process that involves intensive training; it takes children
about 2 years (between 2 and 4 years of age) to acquire
the symbolic representations for magnitudes 1–4 (also called
“the subitizing range”; Wynn, 1990, 1992). The importance of
developing accurate symbolic representations in early child-
hood is underlined by its positive correlation with arithmetic
skills later in life (Göbel, Watson, Lervåg, & Hulme, 2014;
Holloway & Ansari, 2009; Siegler & Ramani, 2009; Duncan
et al., 2007). Yet, the mechanism underlying the mapping
process that imbues number symbols with their numerical
meaning—known as the “symbol-grounding process”—
remains poorly understood and the topic of much debate
(Spelke, 2017; Leibovich & Ansari, 2016; Reynvoet &
Sasanguie, 2016; Siegler, 2016; Sullivan & Barner, 2013;

Piazza, 2010; Carey, 2009; Le Corre & Carey, 2007;
Dehaene, 2001). Here, we aimed to gain more insight into
the symbolic mapping process and its neurocognitive cor-
relates by measuring adults’ EEG while they performed a
trial-and-error learning task in which they had to map
meaningless novel symbols onto a specific magnitude
(range 1–9) presented as dot arrays.

Number processing has predominantly been studied
using number comparison paradigms. In such paradigms,
participants decide which of two stimuli represents the
largest quantity. The task can comprise symbolic and/or
nonsymbolic stimuli (e.g., arrays of dots) and can entail
comparisons between multiple simultaneously presented
stimuli or between a target and a fixed internal reference
number (e.g., the number 5). A well-documented behav-
ioral phenomenon in such tasks is the numerical distance
effect (NDE; Moyer & Landauer, 1967), referring to per-
formance (RT, accuracy) becoming better when the nu-
merical distance between two to-be-compared numerical
stimuli gets larger. Dehaene (1992, 2001) and Dehaene,
Dupoux, and Mehler (1990) have argued that the NDE
arises as a result of numbers being represented spatially
along a mental number line, along which representational
precision or “tuning” decreases with increasing quantity.Maastricht University
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On such an ordered mental number line, two representa-
tions can interfere with each other if their tuning distribu-
tions overlap, resulting in the NDE.

Based on this literature, two different systems have
been proposed to underlie the processing of nonsym-
bolic numerosities (numbers of objects). The first being
an object tracking system (OTS) for exact representation
of smaller numbers of objects (four or smaller; Feigenson,
Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004). This OTS is a preattentive limited
capacity system that is able to track ≈4 items in parallel. The
second is the approximate number system (ANS) formaking
approximate estimations of the magnitude of larger num-
bers of objects (larger than four) without relying on lan-
guage or symbols (Feigenson et al., 2004). A quantity of
four or fewer items (OTS) can be estimated very quickly
and without error (Piazza, Fumarola, Chinello, & Melcher,
2011; Revkin, Piazza, Izard, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2008;
Lipton & Spelke, 2004; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). By con-
trast, estimations of quantities above four are less accurate,
although the precision and robustness of representations
of larger numbers does increase with development
(Halberda & Feigenson, 2008). In addition to these two sys-
temsprocessing themagnitude of object sets, literate adults
possess a third system, the SNS, inwhich each number sym-
bol (e.g., the word “seven” or the digit “7”) represents a spe-
cific quantity (e.g., a set of seven objects). Altholugh the
nonsymbolic OTS and ANS have been observed in various
nonhuman species (Agrillo et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2000)
and very young infants (Feigenson, Carey, & Hauser,
2002; Xu & Spelke, 2000), only humans develop the SNS
(see for reviews on symbolic and nonsymbolic representa-
tions: Piazza, 2010;Nieder&Dehaene, 2009). Asmentioned
above, the process by which one acquires the SNS is still
poorly understood, and different proposals onhownumber
symbols (such as Arabic numerals) might gain their numer-
ical meaning have been put forward.

For many years, the dominant view has been that num-
ber symbols acquire their numerical meaning by direct
mapping onto already existing nonsymbolic represen-
tations of numbers in the ANS (Piazza, 2010; Dehaene,
2001). However, based on more recent findings and
reviews of the number processing literature, several au-
thors concluded that direct (exact) nonsymbolic (ANS)–
symbolic mapping is not likely to apply for the full range
of discrete quantities (Leibovich & Ansari, 2016; Reynvoet
& Sasanguie, 2016; Siegler, 2016) and might only occur
for small numerosities 1–4 (Reynvoet & Sasanguie,
2016; Carey, 2009). Several recent developmental studies
have indeed shown that 3- to 4-year-old children ac-
quired nonsymbolic (dot arrays)–symbolic (number
word/digit) mappings more easily for small (1–3) than
for larger (4–9) numerosities, suggesting that children
can only make use of a nonsymbolic system for symbol
mapping in the case of small quantities for which one
can easily derive the cardinality (Lira, Carver, Douglas,
& LeFevre, 2017; Hurst, Anderson, & Cordes, 2017;
Benoit, Lehalle, Molina, Tijus, & Jouen, 2013). Sullivan

and Barner (2014) concluded that only the first six
number words were directly (associatively) mapped onto
their corresponding quantities in 5- to 7-year-old chil-
dren. It has accordingly been suggested that once numer-
ical representations for the first four symbols have been
acquired, the learning of symbolic representations for larger
quantities would rely on generalizing successor and cardinal-
ity principles without the need for direct nonsymbolic to
symbolic mapping (Reynvoet & Sasanguie, 2016; Siegler,
2016; Carey, 2009).
The electrophysiological correlates of the learning process

by which nonsymbolic to symbolic mapping occurs for num-
bers 1–4 has been studied in nonhuman primates (Diester &
Nieder, 2007, 2010; Nieder, Diester, & Tudusciuc, 2006), but
in humans equivalent, nonsymbolic to symbolic mapping
studies are lacking. There are, however, numerous studies
that have investigated the electrophysiological correlates
of processing of already learned nonsymbolic and sym-
bolic numbers in the adult brain. In such studies, two
early ERP components gained most attention and have
been linked to different number processing stages. The
first is the N1, which peaks at approximately 150 msec
poststimulus above occipital-temporal electrodes. The
second is the P2p, which is a posterior positivity following
the N1 which, in adults, peaks around 200–300 msec after
stimulus onset and is measured at parietal-occipital-
temporal electrodes (Rubinsten, Dana, Lavro, & Berger,
2013; Hyde & Spelke, 2009; Libertus, Woldorff, &
Brannon, 2007; Temple & Posner, 1998; Dehaene,
1996). Most of these number processing ERP studies have
made use of number comparison paradigms, taking the
latency at which numerical ratio or distance effects first
occur in the ERP as the time at which numerical magni-
tude representations are accessed. This approach, howev-
er, has yielded inconsistent conclusions about whether
one already has access to numerical representations in
the early processing window reflected by the N1 or
whether such access is available only later in the P2p
processing window. Although distance or ratio effects
have been reported on the N1 in nonsymbolic number
comparison tasks, these were confounded by changes in
visual properties of nonsymbolic number stimuli, such as
the size and density of dot arrays that vary with increasing
quantity (Soltész & Szűcs, 2014; Hyde & Spelke, 2009;
Libertus et al., 2007). This is in line with other studies
showing that N1 topography can be modulated by stimu-
lus format (e.g., number words vs. Arabic digits; Park,
Chiang, Brannon, & Woldorff, 2014; Turconi, Jemel,
Rossion, & Seron, 2004; Pinel, Dehaene, Rivière, &
LeBihan, 2001; Dehaene, 1996).
Dehaene (1996) was the first to report a P2p amplitude

decrease in adults in association with a decreased RT
when increasing the numerical distance between an in-
ternal reference number (five) and a symbolic number
stimulus (Arabic digit or number word representing num-
bers 1–9). This P2p NDE was lateralized to the right
hemisphere and was not affected by stimulus format
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(digits or words). These ERP findings led Dehaene (1996)
to identify the processing stage reflected by the P2p as
the stage at which one has first access to semantic nu-
merical (magnitude) representations. The decrease in
P2p amplitude with increasing numerical distance be-
tween two to-be-discriminated numbers is thought to re-
flect the need for less effortful processing when there is
less representational overlap. These number distance ef-
fects on the P2p were replicated in several other number
comparison studies with children or adults (Libertus
et al., 2007; Pinel et al., 2001; Temple & Posner, 1998).
Modulation of P2p by the distance or ratio between num-
ber stimuli was also reported in a passive viewing para-
digm that did not require active number comparisons
(Hyde & Spelke, 2009). A study by Rubinsten et al. (2013)
showed that even when the primary task of the partici-
pants was to decide if three simultaneously presented
dot arrays (range 1–20) were in the correct numerical
order, the P2p was modulated by the absolute quantity
(ratio) differences between the stimuli, whereas earlier
components such as the P1 were only sensitive to or-
dinality. These consistent findings of number distance
or ratio effects on the P2p amplitude across modalities
and in passive viewing tasks as well as in tasks requiring
active quantity comparisons corroborate the findings of
Dehaene (1996) and make the P2p the best candidate
for the processing stage where first numerical access to
magnitude codes occurs.
The above reviewed studies have, however, investi-

gated the effects of number processing on N1 and P2p
components in adult participants who already have fully
matured symbolic number representations that may no lon-
ger rely on nonsymbolic magnitude representations
(Leibovich & Ansari, 2016; Lyons, Nuerk, & Ansari, 2015).
It is thus not known whether the N1 and P2p compo-
nents are (differentially) modulated by the process of
nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping, through which novel
symbols acquire their numerical meaning. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, only two prior studies mea-
sured the effects of artificial number symbol learning
on behavior as well as ERPs (Merkley, Shimi, & Scerif,
2016; Zhao et al., 2012). In both studies, adults acquired
the numerical meaning of novel symbols by either map-
ping them onto dot arrays representing magnitudes (in
both studies above 10) or by using ordinal information.
To measure the effects of training, participants performed
a number comparison task on the new symbols at dif-
ferent phases during learning (session effects) while
monitoring the emergence of distance (ratio) effects on
accuracy, RT, and ERPs. In both studies, P2p amplitudes
to the novel symbols decreased as those symbols gained
numerical meaning, regardless of whether symbols were
learned on the basis of magnitude or ordinal information.
Furthermore, both studies found significant NDEs on ac-
curacy, RT, and P2p amplitude, the latter being larger for
numerically close than far symbols. Merkley et al. (2016)
also found NDEs on the N1 (close > far), whereas the

N1 was not studied in Zhao et al. (2012). Concluding, both
Zhao et al. (2012) and Merkley et al. (2016) showed that
newly learned symbols can elicit NDEs on the P2p in a
number comparison task, suggesting their association with
a spatial (nonsymbolic) representation of quantity. How-
ever, these studies did not report on ERPs during the
mapping/learning task itself and only investigated symbols
mapped onto quantities of 10 and higher that are proc-
essed by the ANS and are not likely to allow for exact map-
ping. These studies do thus not answer the question of
whether nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping affects learning
and N1 and P2p components differently for small (1–4)
versus large (6–9) number ranges (i.e., inside or outside
the subitizing range).

This Study

The current study will investigate how behavioral perfor-
mance as well as N1 and P2p amplitude change over time
as novel symbols become increasingly more strongly as-
sociated with already acquired numerical representations
in a trial and error learning task. The range of quantities
used contained the subitizing range (1–4) and a nonsu-
bitizing range (6–9), allowing us to assess potential differ-
ences in the dynamic mapping for quantities inside and
outside the subitizing range. It is hypothesized that one-
to-one nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping will only occur
on trials in which the dot array automatically activates a
specific magnitude with which the new symbol can sub-
sequently be successfully associated on same trials and
dissociated on different trials. Because the fast presenta-
tion rate will prohibit counting, exact symbol mapping is
expected to only occur for low numbers (1–4) processed
by the OTS. Dot arrays 6–9 are expected to only activate
an approximate sense of number (ANS), which is ex-
pected to hinder the acquisition of exact numerical mean-
ing of subsequently shown symbols. Based on this, it is
hypothesized that symbol learning will be least successful
on trials where dot arrays and symbols both represent a
number from the 6–9 numerical range for which only ap-
proximate learning can take place. Because prior research
points to the P2p as the most likely neural correlate of the
processing stage at which retrieval of magnitude codes
takes place, modulation of the P2p (and not N1) is ex-
pected to occur with the emergence of exact symbolic
representations reflecting easier access/retrieval of mag-
nitude codes. Thus, symbol learning effects are hypothe-
sized to primarily occur on the P2p and to be strongest
for symbols in the small 1–4 number range for which ex-
act mapping is possible. Only a learning paradigm like
that used in this study can disentangle effects of visual
stimulus complexity and number magnitude processing
on the N1 and P2p, because only the latter changes with
learning while low-level stimulus differences are kept the
same across learning blocks (for a similar approach in the
language domain, see McCandliss, Posner, & Givón,
1997).
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METHODS

Participants

Participants were 22 university students (Mage = 22.3 years,
SD = 3.7 years, 20 women). All received a monetary com-
pensation. One participant did not complete the training
because of difficulties in tolerating the EEG cap and was re-
moved from all analyses. The study was approved by the
local ethical committee of the faculty of psychology and
neuroscience at Maastricht University, and all participants
signed an informed consent form.

Procedure

All participants visited the lab on two consecutive days
during which they performed several blocks of the
nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping/learning task (see
Figure 1). On the first day, two blocks of the symbol
learning task were performed (each consisting of 144 tri-
als), and a third block of 288 trials was performed the
second testing day (for an elaborate description of the
learning task, see Symbol Learning/Mapping Task sec-
tion). The participants also performed a number compar-
ison task with the novel symbols after each of the three
learning blocks. Because this task, however, only in-
volved deciding whether a presented symbol was smaller
or larger than five (fixed internal reference number), the
data from this task did not contribute to the main re-
search question focused on the dynamic effects of the
nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping/learning process itself
on behavior and ERPs and were thus not reported on
here. Finally, at the end of the second testing day, the

participants performed a number line placement task in
which they had to place randomly ordered cards of the
novel symbols on a horizontal number line beginning
with the smallest number on the left side. All solutions
were photographed for later scoring.

Symbol Learning/Mapping Task

The design of our nonsymbolic–symbolic learning/
mapping task was similar to that used in nonhuman pri-
mates by Diester and Nieder (2007). Figure 1 shows the
nine symbols (A) and an example trial of the learning task
(B). In each trial, a dot array representing one of the nine
quantities 1–9 was shown after a fixation square, followed
by one of the symbols to be associated with these quan-
tities. The quantity of five was excluded in all subsequent
analyses, which is in line with previous research (Libertus
et al., 2007; Temple & Posner, 1998; Dehaene, 1996). To
control for nonnumerical factors associated with increas-
ing nonsymbolic quantity (such as dot size or surface area),
dot diameter was fixed in half of the trials whereas total
surface area occupied by the dots was fixed in the other
half (by adapting dot size) according to the procedure
suggested by Dehaene, Izard, and Piazza (2005). Further-
more, dot array stimuli were randomized on surface area
and dot size with 32 possible configurations (16 for fixed
size and surface). The nine novel symbols used here were
selected from a larger set of 70 symbols (that were created
in Powerpoint [Microsoft]), on the basis of their discrim-
inability (minimal overlapping features) and similar spatial
occupation (so that they could be centered). Potential

Figure 1. (A) The novel symbols representing cardinalities 1–9. (B) Example of a learning task trial: Participants were presented with a dot pattern
between 1 and 9 followed by one of the novel number symbols, each symbol having a fixed association with a specific cardinality (see A).
Participants had to indicate by button press if the presented symbol represented the same cardinality as the dot pattern (same trials) or a
different cardinality (different trials) after which they received feedback (correct/wrong response).
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(unwanted) differences in discriminability between the
nine chosen symbols were piloted by administering a
1-back task, including the nine symbols to five partici-
pants (who did not participate in the later experiment).
n-Back task results did not show any consistent differ-
ences in discrimination speed or accuracy between the
nine symbols. In the learning task, the symbols were pre-
sented in bold, italic, or a narrow typeface to reduce the
possible use of alternative strategies. All stimuli were pre-
sented in black on a gray background using Presentation
(Version 18.0, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.). Stimuli
were presented centrally at a viewing distance of 57 cm
and subtended about 5° on the retina.
Participants had to indicate whether the magnitudes pre-

sented by the dot patterns and novel symbols matched/
were the same (left button) or did not match/differed (right
button). A block of 144 trials contained all possible pair-
ings of dot arrays and symbols representing numbers in
the 1–9 number range, with 72 trials in which paired dots
and symbols represented a different quantity (each non-
matching dot–symbol combination being presented only
once) and 72 trials in which the dot array and the symbol
represented the same quantity (same trials were repeat-
ed 8 times for each of the nine numbers within a 144-trial
block). Trial presentation was fully randomized within
144-trial task blocks. Feedback was given after each cor-
rect (green square) and incorrect (red square) response
(see Figure 1). Because behavioral learning effects were
strongest between the first and the last learning block,
only these two learning blocks were included in the
analyses. Because the number of trials in the last block
of the learning/mapping task was twice as large as that
in the first block, we repeated all reported analyses with
inclusion of only the first 144 trials of the last block
(equalizing trial numbers). Because this did not change
our results, we decided to keep the 288 trials in the last
learning block to reduce signal/noise ratios and improve
model fits. In the ERP analyses, only different trials (irre-
spective of response accuracy) were included to adequately
capture ERP and RT variations due to improvements in
dot–symbol mappings across learning sessions, as was the
purpose of the study. This also equalized the number of
trials and signal/noise ratios between learning task blocks
(because this is a learning task with gradually increasing
accuracy, including only correctly responded trials would
have yielded large differences in trials for ERP averaging
in the first versus the last learning block).

EEG/ERP Acquisition and Analyses

EEG data were recorded using a 64-channel electrode
cap (Ag/AgCl) and using the BrainAmp amplifier system
(Brain products GmbH) and Brain Vision software. The
data were filtered online at 0.01–225 Hz and continuously
sampled at a rate of 500 Hz. The left mastoid (A1) served
as online reference (A2 measured as active electrode),
and POz served as ground. Horizontal and vertical EOG

was measured by electrodes placed on respectively the
outer canthus of each eye and above/below the left orbit.
All electrode impedances were kept below 5–10 kΩ.

EEG data were processed using EEGLAB/MATLAB
2014a. The data were resampled off-line to 250 Hz and
re-referenced to the average signal. A band-pass filter of
0.1–70 Hz was applied to the data before execution of
independent component analysis for removal of hori-
zontal eye movements and blinks. The ocular artifact-
free data were filtered using a 30-Hz low-pass filter, after
which the data were epoched (based on the dot quantity
and symbol quantity event codes) into 500 msec presti-
mulus and 1000 msec poststimulus windows. Baseline
correction was performed using the 500-msec prestimu-
lus interval. After this, remaining EEG artifacts were re-
moved by applying an automatic artifact detection
procedure rejecting trials with activity exceeding a ±75 μV
threshold.

Visual inspection of the topography maps and ERPs
identified a bilateral cluster of parietal-occipital elec-
trodes of interest (see Figure 3). These included the left
P3, P5, P7, PO3, and PO7 electrodes and the right P4, P6,
P8, PO4, and PO8 electrode sites. Based on the number-
processing ERP literature (see Introduction) and in-
spection of the grand-averaged ERP signals of different
conditions and sessions, two analysis windows were iden-
tified: 130–185 msec (N1) and 210–250 msec (P2p; see
Figure 3). Mean amplitude scores within these windows
were entered in the statistical analyses.

Statistical Analysis

To investigate whether performance and ERPs were dif-
ferently affected by nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping of
small numbers (1–4) versus larger numbers 6–9 (see
Introduction), all “different” trials (where dot array and
symbol represented a different quantity) were split up
in 2 × 2 trial categories based on dot quantity (small,
1–4 or large, 6–9) and symbol quantity (small, 1–4 or
large, 6–9). Behavioral dependent measures were mean
accuracy and mean RT (in the RT analysis trials with RT
of <150 or >1000 msec were excluded). Neural depen-
dent variables were N1 and P2p amplitude. For dependent
measures RT, N1, and P2p amplitude, we constructed lin-
ear mixed models. Accuracy data were analyzed using a
generalized estimation equation model due to severe vio-
lations of normality. All analyses included within-subject
factors hemisphere (two levels: left, right), session (two
levels: Session 1 and Session 3), dot quantity (two levels:
Small1–4 and Large6–9), and symbol quantity (two levels:
Small1–4 and Large6–9). To be able to check whether the
participants acquired more accurate nonsymbolic–
symbolic mappings of small symbols 1–4 (subitizing
range) than larger symbols (6–9) an extra 2 × 2 analysis
with factors Session × Symbol Quantity was conducted for
accuracy and RT on same trials where dot arrays and sym-
bols represented the same magnitude.
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The N1 model was constructed using within-subject
factors hemisphere, session, dot quantity, and symbol
quantity. Various models were tested, including random
intercept and random slopes for session, dot, and symbol
factors. None of these models had a better fit than the
fixed effects model. Nonsignificant higher order interac-
tions were removed in a step-wise manner starting with
the four-way interaction Session × Hemisphere × Dot
Quantity × Symbol Quantity ( p = .281), followed by
the three-way interaction between Hemisphere × Dot
Quantity × Symbol Quantity ( p = .969) and Session ×
Hemisphere × Dot Quantity ( p = .359). The Session ×
Dot Quantity × Symbol Quantity interaction was kept
based on theoretical expectations, and all two-way inter-
actions also remained in the model. The final model used

for the N1 analyses (reported below) was a fixed effects
model using an unstructured covariance matrix for re-
peated measures. Eight observations (single data points
within participants) were removed as outliers based on
their standardized residuals. The resulting model showed
a significantly better fit.
The P2p model was constructed using the same within-

subject factors and method as the N1 analysis. Non-
significant higher order interactions were removed in a
stepwise manner starting with the four-way interaction
Session × Hemisphere × Dot Quantity × Symbol Quan-
tity ( p = .304), followed by the three-way interaction
between Hemisphere × Dot Quantity × Symbol Quan-
tity ( p = .853), Session × Hemisphere × Symbol
Quantity ( p = .311), and Session × Hemisphere × Dot

Table 1. Means and Standard Deviations (in parentheses) for Behavioral and ERP Data in the Four Different Dot–Symbol Conditions
on Different Response Trials (Rows with Dots 1–4 and Dots 6–9) and Behavioral Data on Same Response Trials in Learning Sessions
1 and 3

Symbols 1–4 Symbols 6–9

Accuracy, % Session 1 Dots 1–4 54.96 (17.98) 59.13 (15.57)

Dots 6–9 58.99 (16.45) 55.06 (14.82)

Same trials 63.58 (18.37) 38.43 (14.35)

Session 3 Dots 1–4 82.97 (11.89) 93.58 (10.34)

Dots 6–9 83.14 (14.25) 65.99 (14.83)

Same trials 89.49 (13.45) 61.77 (20.33)

RTs, msec Session 1 Dots 1–4 683.19 (100.31) 698.26 (103.27)

Dots 6–9 706.51 (108.73) 729.50 (91.20)

Same trials 666.82 (115.98) 706.18 (108.33)

Session 3 Dots 1–4 618.53 (77.62) 590.99 (87.47)

Dots 6–9 635.13 (92.58) 627.55 (78.88)

Same trials 553.31 (73.59) 630.34 (90.83)

N1 (130–185 msec) Session 1 Dots 1–4 −4.33 (3.44) −2.90 (2.77)

Dots 6–9 −3.66 (2.03) −2.52 (2.62)

Session 3 Dots 1–4 −5.42 (2.82) −4.09 (2.28)

Dots 6–9 −3.31 (2.82) −2.54 (2.88)

P2p (210–250 msec) Session 1 Dots 1–4 2.75 (3.16) 3.37 (2.88)

Dots 6–9 3.67 (2.26) 3.41 (2.25)

Session 3 Dots 1–4 1.87 (2.52) 2.73 (2.20)

Dots 6–9 2.66 (2.93) 3.70 (2.67)

P2p (210–250 msec)a Session 1 Dots 1–4 3.45 (2.72) 3.36 (2.68)

Dots 6–9 3.93 (2.22) 3.13 (2.44)

Session 3 Dots 1–4 3.11 (2.37) 3.41 (2.55)

Dots 6–9 2.72 (2.72) 3.28 (2.84)

Values shown are estimated marginal means.

aP2p analysis results with N1 amplitude entered as covariate (estimated values for N1 = −3.5066 mV).
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Quantity ( p = .493). The Session × Dot Quantity ×
Symbol Quantity interaction was kept based on theoretical
expectations, and all two-way interactions also remained in
the model. The final model used for the P2p analyses
(reported below) was a fixed effects model using an
Unstructured Covariance Matrix for repeated measures. A
single observation was removed as an outlier without
significantly altering the fit of the model.

RESULTS

Novel Symbol Learning Task

Table 1 depicts all mean accuracy, RT, and N1, P2p am-
plitude data for the different dot–symbol combinations in
the two learning task blocks (hereafter called sessions)
on different response trials in the symbol learning task.
The table also shows mean accuracy and RT data on same
response trials. Learning curves for accuracy and RT data
in the different learning task blocks across low and high
number ranges are depicted in Figure 2. Average ERPs
and topo-plots are shown in Figure 3.

Behavioral Data

Accuracy and RT e f f e c t s on same re spons e
trials. Accuracy. The accuracy analysis yielded a signif-
icant main effect of Session (X1

2 = 69.74, p < .001), show-
ing an overall improvement in accuracy of 24.63% from
Sessions 1 to 3, regardless of whether symbols repre-
sented a number within the Small1–4 or Large6–9 number
range (Mdiff-session Small was 25.92% and Mdiff-session Large
was 23.34%). A main Symbol Quantity effect (X1

2 = 94.34,
p < .001) showed that accuracy was 26.43% higher for
Symbols1–4 than for Symbols6–9 (Session 1: 25.14%; Session 3:
27.72%), indicating that Symbols1–4 already acquired nu-
merical meaning during the first 144 trials in Session 1
(see Figure 2). There was no significant Session × Symbol
Quantity interaction (X1

2 = 0.17, p< .680).
RT. Significant main effects of Session, F(1, 22.12) =

21.52, p < .001, and Symbol Quantity, F(1, 22.22) =
60.32, p = .001, showed that responses were significantly
faster in Session 3, t(22.12)Session1–Session3 = 4.64, p < .001,
and for Small1–4 symbols, t(22.22)Small-Large = −7.77, p =
.001. The Session × Symbol Quantity interaction was
marginally significant, F(1, 20.91) = 3.22, p = .087.

Figure 2. Behavioral data from
the learning task showing
accuracy and RT to the novel
symbols in the first (Session 1:
dotted lines) and the last
(Session 3, solid lines) learning
task block in small (1–4) and
large (6–9) number ranges.
Symbols preceded by a dot
quantity equal to the symbol
(same trials) are shown in black.
Symbol processing on different
trials, in which symbols were
preceded by dot arrays that did
not match in quantity, were split
up in (1) novel symbols
preceded by a dot array from
the small (1–4) number range
(green lines) or (2) novel
symbols preceded by a dot array
from the large (6–9) number
range (red lines). For novel
symbols 1–4, same trials (shown
in black) show stronger training
gain in accuracy and speed of
responding than different trials
(shown in green/red). For
symbols 6–9, this effect is
reversed with higher training
gain in accuracy and RT on
different than same trials, but
only when symbols 6–9 had to
be mapped onto a preceding
dot pattern depicting a
numerosity in the low 1–4
number range. Both effects
match with exact quantity–
symbol mapping for only the
first four symbols.
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Accuracy effects on different response trials. This anal-
ysis yielded significant main effects of Session (X1

2 =
104.56, p < .001) and Dot Quantity (X1

2 = 23.63, p <
.001), with an accuracy increase from Sessions 1 to 3 and
higher accuracy in trials where symbols were preceded by
Small1–4 compared with Large6–9 dot arrays. These main ef-
fects were qualified by two-way interactions of Session ×
Dot Quantity (X1

2 = 15.16, p < .001) and Dot Quantity ×
Symbol Quantity (X1

2 = 23.55, p < .001) and a three-way
Session × Dot Quantity × Symbol Quantity interaction
(X1

2 = 15.15, p < .001).
Further testing of the three-way Session × Dot Quan-

tity × Symbol Quantity interaction (Sidak-corrected com-
parisons) showed significant Session effects (accuracy
increases with learning) for all symbol and dot levels
(all ps ≤ .001). A subsequent analysis was executed on
the difference scores (Session 3 − Session 1), showing
a significant Dot Quantity × Symbol Quantity interaction
(X1

2 = 8.61, p = .003). Further (Sidak-corrected) compar-
isons revealed this to be due to a smaller learning effect
in trials in which both dot arrays and symbols repre-
sented a number in the high 6–9 number range than in
any of the other dot–symbol trial combinations: Dots6–9–
Symbols6–9 versus Dots6–9–Symbols1–4, t(1) = 2.86, p =
.025; Dots6–9–Symbols6–9 versus Dots1–4–Symbols6–9, t(1) =
5.05, p < .001; and Dots6–9–Symbols6–9 versus Dots1–4–
Symbols1–4, t(1) = 2.60, p = .054.

RT effects on different response trials. Main effects of
Session, F(1, 17.60) = 32.46, p < .001, and Dot Quantity, F
(1, 15.64) = 15.20, p= .001, were found; RT was significantly
faster in Session 3 than in Session 1, t(17.60)Session1–Session3 =

−5.70, p < .001, and in trials in which symbols were
preceded by Small1–4 compared with Large6–9 dot arrays,
t(15.64)Small-Large = −3.90, p = .001.
A two-way Session × Symbol Quantity, F(1, 19.34) =

8.80, p = .008, interaction was further explored by
performing pairwise comparisons (Sidak-corrected).
Testing of the symbol quantity effect per level of session
showed no significant differences in RT between Small1–4
and Large6–9 symbols in Session 1, t(19.63)Small-Large =
−1.64, p = .118, whereas RT was significantly slower for
Small1–4 than Large6–9 symbols in Session 3, t(20)Small-Large =
2.59, p = .018. Session effects were significant for both
Small1–4, t(18.37)Session1-Session3 = 4.24, p < .001, and
Large6–9 symbols, t(16.85)Session1-Session3 = 6.28, p <
.001, with the largest difference for the latter.

Event-related Potentials

N1 amplitude (130–185 msec). The N1 analysis yielded
significant main effects of Dot Quantity, F(1, 19.98) =
29.23, p < .001, and Symbol Quantity, F(1, 15.07) =
17.41, p= .001; the N1 amplitude in response to symbols
was larger when they were preceded by a small (1–4
item) dot array than when preceded by a large (6–9 item)
dot array. Furthermore, small Symbols1–4 elicited higher
N1 amplitude than large Symbols6–9. These main effects
were qualified by a two-way interaction of Session × Dot
Quantity, F(1, 18.42) = 13.74, p = .002, and a three-way
interaction of Session × Hemisphere × Symbol Quantity,
F(1, 20.30) = 7.44, p = .013.
The two-way Session × Dot Quantity interaction

showed a significant Session effect (larger N1 amplitude

Figure 3. Grand-averaged ERPs (averaged over left and right parietal-occipital hemisphere clusters) and topography plots (top: N1; bottom:
P2p) in the four dot–symbol categories and the first session (left) and the last session (Session 3; right) of the symbol learning task. (a) Small
Dots1–4/Small Symbol1–4, (b) Small Dots1–4/Large Symbol6–9, (c) Large Dots6–9/Small Symbol1–4, (d) Large Dots6–9/Small Symbol1–4.
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in Session 3 than in Session 1) for trials where symbols
were preceded by small dot arrays (1–4 items), t(19.87)
Ses1–Ses3 = 2.52, p = .020, but not for trials on which
symbols were preceded by large (6–9 item) dot arrays,
t(19.10)Ses1–Ses3 = 0.54, p = .599 (see Table 1 and
Figure 3). Follow-up tests of the three-way Session ×
Hemisphere × Symbol Quantity interaction revealed no
significant Session × Symbol Quantity interactions in
the left nor right hemisphere, left: F(1, 20) = 0.05, p =
.942; right: F(1, 17.12) = 1.11, p = .306.
There were no other significant main effects (Session, F(1,

19.81) = 1.32, p = .265, and Hemisphere, F(1, 17.53) =
0.49, p = .493) nor interaction effects (Session × Hemi-
sphere, F(1, 17.87) = 0.18, p = .681; Session × Symbol
Quantity, F(1, 19.55) = 0.68, p= .419; Hemisphere × Dot
Quantity, F(1, 17.94) = 0.43, p = .518; Hemisphere ×
Symbol Quantity, F(1, 20.33) = 0.19, p = .667; Dot
Quantity × Symbol Quantity, F(1, 20.02) = 0.89, p =
.356; and Session × Dot Quantity × Symbol Quantity, F(1,
20.19) = 0.56, p = .463).

P2p amplitude (210–250 msec). The P2p analysis
yielded significant main effects for Hemisphere, F(1,
19.89) = 9.58, p = .006; Dot Quantity, F(1, 19.95) =
10.06, p = .005; and Symbol Quantity, F(1, 18.37)
=11.94, p = .003. The P2p amplitude in response to
the symbols was larger in the right than the left hemi-
sphere, was highest when symbols were preceded by
large (vs. small) dot arrays, and was higher to large (6–
9) than small (1–4) symbols. These main effects were
qualified by a significant two-way interaction between
Session × Symbol Quantity, F(1, 19.45) = 12.82, p =
.002, further testing of which showed a significant session
effect (smaller P2p in Session 3 than Session 1) for small
Symbols1–4, t(19.90)Ses1–Ses3 = 2.23, p = .037, but not for
large Symbols6–9, t(20)Ses1–Ses3 = −0.47, p = .642 (see
Table 1 and Figure 3).
Marginally significant ( p < .1) effects were found for the

Hemisphere × Symbol interaction, F(1, 18.61) = 3.52, p =
.076, and the three-way Session × Dot Quantity × Symbol
Quantity interaction, F(1, 18.64) = 3.08, p= .096. No other
effects were significant.
To verify that the above P2p effects were not driven by

effects on the preceding N1, a second P2p model was run
including the N1 amplitude as a covariate (keeping it con-
stant at the overall N1 mean of −3.51 μV) and showed
that the N1 amplitude covariate was significant, F(1,
83.24) = 833.78, p < .001. After inclusion of the N1, all
effects involving the dot quantity factor were no longer
significant (all ps > .11) and were thus driven by earlier
N1 effects. All effects involving hemisphere and symbol
quantity remained significant and/or only increased in
strength after covarying for N1 amplitude: Hemisphere, F(1,
18.32) = 29.95, p < .001; Hemisphere × Symbol Quan-
tity, F(1, 20.61) = 6.56, p = .018; and Session × Symbol
Quantity, F(1, 19.30) = 21.202, p< .001. No other effects
were significant. Further testing of the Hemisphere ×

Symbol Quantity interaction showed significantly higher
P2p amplitude at the right than the left hemisphere in re-
sponse to both small Symbols1–4, t(18.40)Left-Right =−6.99,
p < .001, and large Symbols6–9, t(18.64)Left-Right = −3.93,
p = .001, but this effect was slightly more pronounced for
small Symbols1–4. Further testing of the two-way Session ×
Symbol Quantity interaction showed a significant session
effect (smaller P2p in Session 3 than Session 1) for small
Symbols1–4, t(20.16)Ses1–Ses3 = 2.70, p = .014, but not for
large Symbols6–9, t(19.68)Ses1–Ses3 = −0.32, p = .749.

Number Line Placement (Ordering) Task with the
Novel Symbols

An exact position score was computed for all participants
by assigning 1 point for each correctly placed symbol on
the number line. A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, compar-
ing low (1–4) and high (6–9) number ranges, showed sig-
nificant differences in the exact position score, Z =
−2.51, p = .012, r(21) = −.55, with mean position
scores being 3.57 (SD = 1.12, Mdn = 4, Min = 0, Max
= 4) for the 1–4 number range and 2.76 (SD = 1.30,
Mdn = 2, Min = 0, Max = 4) for the 6–9 number range.
These data confirm lower acquisition of exact numerical
meaning for higher symbols as was also shown by the be-
havioral data in the learning task. Participants were also
questioned about (a) specific associations with symbols,
(b) whether some symbols were easier to learn than
others, and (c) whether specific strategies were used.
There were no obvious patterns in symbol associations
(Question 1), whereas eight participants (34.78%) in re-
sponse to Questions 2 and 3 indicated in some form that
the smaller range (1–4) was easier to learn. This was
based on responses such as “trial and error and then I
tried to remember the first 4 and the rest by chance”
and “I tried to remember the symbols belonging to digits
1–4, since those I could see quickly enough for an exact
digit.” So, mostly, participants were not aware that, in
their learning, low-range numbers had a special status.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to obtain more insight into how
the nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping process and its neu-
rocognitive correlates might differ between low (1–4)
and high (6–9) numerical ranges. Previous studies sug-
gest that nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping will be most
successful between small (<4) arrays of objects and small
digits because one can in this case make use of nonsym-
bolic systems (OTS) for representing individuals of small
arrays, allowing for exact one-to-one mapping. Without
counting, such quick one-to-one mapping is suggested
to be impossible for arrays of objects above the subitizing
range for which enumeration is approximate, based on
estimation (Huang, Spelke, & Snedeker, 2010; Le Corre
& Carey, 2007; Le Corre, Van de Walle, Brannon, & Carey,
2006; Benoit, Lehalle, & Jouen, 2004). To investigate this,
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adults’ EEG was measured during performance of a trial-
and-error symbol learning task in which they had to
acquire the numerical meaning of novel symbols rep-
resenting a small (1–4) versus a larger (6–9) number by
mapping them onto their nonsymbolic counterparts (pre-
sented as arrays of dots).

The behavioral (accuracy and RT) data indeed pro-
vided evidence for easier mapping/better learning of sym-
bols representing magnitudes 1–4 in the subitizing range.
A three-way interaction effect showed that, on trials where
dot array and subsequent symbol represented a different
magnitude (and required a “different” response), accuracy
increased across learning sessions for all four small/large
dot–symbol combinations, but this accuracy increase was
significantly lowest (only from 55% in Session 1 to 66% in
Session 3) when both dots and symbols represented a
numerical value in the large (6–9) number range. In the
other three categories, accuracy increased much more
strongly from 55–59% in Session 1 to 82–93% in Session 3.
This can be explained by the fact that numerosities for
dot arrays in the low range 1–4 can be readily extracted
by subitizing, leading to fast retrieval of an exact numeric
representation/code from memory on which novel sym-
bols (1–4) can be easily and exactly mapped in a one-to-
one fashion. Support for successful exact mapping of only
novel symbols 1–4 was further confirmed by analyses of
behavioral data on trials where dots and symbol repre-
sented the same magnitude (same trials) and also by data
from the number line placement task, showing almost
perfect placement accuracy for symbols representing nu-
merosities 1–4, whereas this was much lower for symbols
6–9. An accurate “same” judgment in the learning task re-
quires knowing the exact numerosity belonging to the
novel symbol (one-to-one mapping), which was hypothe-
sized to be only possible for dot arrays 1–4 for which a
numerical code could be readily extracted. Indeed, sym-
bols 1–4 showed a significantly larger increase in mean ac-
curacy across learning sessions (from 64% in the first
session to 89% in the last session) than symbols 6–9,
the latter showing a mean accuracy increase from 38 to
only 62%. The development of exact numeric representa-
tions for symbols 1–4 in turn made it easier to decide that
small dot arrays (1–4) and large symbols (6–9) represent a
different numerosity, explaining the large accuracy in-
crease from Sessions 1 to 3 in this trial category.

The time to decide whether dots and novel symbols
represented a different numerosity decreased across learn-
ing sessions for all symbols, but a significant two-way
Session × Small/Large Symbol interaction effect showed
no significant difference in RTs between small/large
symbols in Session 1, whereas in Session 3, RTs were sig-
nificantly slower (about 40 msec) for symbols in the small
(1–4) than large (6–9) number range, independent of
whether they were preceded by small or large dot arrays.
One likely explanation for this difference is that, with the
increase in accurate mapping of the symbols represent-
ing numerosities 1–4, it will take more time to retrieve

their unique numerical codes from memory to decide
whether the symbol and dot array represent a different
(or the same) numerosity as was required in the present
learning task. In the case a symbol cannot be mapped
onto one specific numerosity, as in the case of a numer-
osity outside the subitizing range for which no exact
numerical code can be extracted without counting (for
which the presentation time was too short in the current
task), one has to guess/approximate its numerical value,
which is a faster process than retrieving an exact numer-
ical code from memory.
The current learning task paradigm also allowed us to

investigate whether two early ERP components (N1 and
P2p), that in earlier studies have been linked to the pro-
cessing stage at which one has first numerical access to
analog numerical information (Rubinsten et al., 2013;
Hyde & Spelke, 2009; Libertus et al., 2007; Temple
& Posner, 1998; Dehaene, 1996), were differentially mod-
ulated by number symbol learning in our nonsymbolic–
symbolic mapping task. The N1 amplitude increased
across learning blocks in response to all symbols indepen-
dent of their numerical range, but only in trials in which
the symbols were preceded by dot arrays representing a
magnitude in the 1–4 subitizing range. Previous number
processing ERP studies often attributed the presence of
number distance effects on the N1 in nonsymbolic tasks
to perceptual differences in stimulus displays, such as size,
contrast, or surface area (Soltész & Szűcs, 2014; Gebuis
& Reynvoet, 2013; Libertus et al., 2007). It is, however,
unlikely that the current N1 training effects are due to such
variations in visual stimulus characteristics because ERP re-
sponses were measured in response to the novel symbols
that only show small perceptual differences. More impor-
tantly, the N1 amplitude change occurred across learning
blocks that comprised the same symbolic stimuli and can
thus not be due to perceptual stimulus variations between
task blocks. If perceptual differences between the novel
symbols would have been responsible for the N1 am-
plitude effect, it should have been present already in the
first learning session, which was not the case; the N1 effect
only emerged with learning. Instead, we interpret the in-
creased N1 response to the novel symbols across learning
blocks in only small dot array trials as a sign of perceptual
surprise or expectancy violation, caused by a mismatch
between the predicted and actual visual input. More spe-
cifically, we propose that only the small (1–4) dot arrays
preattentively activated a specific magnitude code that,
on different trials, created a perceptual mismatch with
the magnitude code evoked by the novel symbol once it
was learned in the last learning block. For such perceptual
expectancy violations to occur, one should have acquired
one-to-one numerosity–symbol mappings, and in the cur-
rent paradigm with short stimulus viewing times, the de-
velopment of such mappings was only possible for the dot
arrays 1–4 in the subitizing range for which numerosity is
preattentively activated. Such an explanation is supported
by recent studies by Johnston et al. (2017) and Robinson,
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Breakspear, Young, and Johnston (2018) in which an en-
hanced parieto-occipital N1/N170 response was found
when viewing faces or objects that rotated in an unpre-
dicted direction, which was interpreted as a sign of per-
ceptual surprise or expectancy violation.
The second component of interest was the P2p. The

literature has established in multiple paradigms that the
P2p component is responsive to experimental manipula-
tions requiring access to numerical/magnitude codes.
One such task that has been used most frequently is a
number comparison task in which one has to decide
whether two number stimuli represent the same or a dif-
ferent magnitude, decisions that can be only made when
there is magnitude knowledge that has to be accessed to
make such numerical decisions (Rubinsten et al., 2013;
Hyde & Spelke, 2009; Libertus et al., 2007; Temple
& Posner, 1998; Dehaene, 1996). On the basis of the as-
sertion that the P2p reflects the processing stage at which
one has first access to numerical representations (Hyde
& Spelke, 2009; Libertus et al., 2007; Pinel et al., 2001;
Temple & Posner, 1998; Dehaene, 1996), we hypothe-
sized a modulation of the P2p with learning only for
novel symbols that can be successfully mapped onto
their corresponding numerosity, which we expected to
be limited to the subitizing range (Huang et al., 2010;
Le Corre & Carey, 2007; Le Corre et al., 2006; Benoit
et al., 2004). In the learning stage in which the novel
symbols have not yet gained any numerical meaning or
in stimulus conditions where exact symbol–quantity
mapping is not possible (i.e., in the case of larger arrays
of objects that can only be approximated when counting
is not allowed), no such number information will/can be
retrieved, and there should thus be no P2p modulation.
Indeed, a two-way interaction effect between training
session and small/large symbol range showed a signifi-
cant learning effect, with P2p amplitude reducing from
Session 1 to Session 3, only for symbols in the 1–4 nu-
merical range and not for symbols in the 6–9 range.
The current learning-related reduction of P2p amplitude
only for symbols 1–4 is congruent with the by now firmly
established finding of smaller P2p amplitude in tasks
with easy discriminable (e.g., spatially further apart) com-
pared with harder discriminable number stimuli (e.g., the
distance effect). Accordingly, the current P2p amplitude
reduction with learning can be interpreted as a sign of
lower attentional effort needed to compare/discriminate
the numerosities represented by small (<5) dot arrays
and symbols once symbol–quantity associations increase
in accuracy and strength due to learning. Finally, the
finding that this symbol learning effect on the P2p for
magnitudes in the subitizing range occurred indepen-
dent of the numerical size of the preceding dot arrays
(there were no dot set size effects on the P2p) and oc-
curred after correction for N1 effects excludes the possi-
bility that the P2p effects were influenced by changes in
the visual properties (or priming effects) of preceding
nonsymbolic stimuli.

An interesting question is whether the novel symbols
representing numbers 1–4 were directly mapped onto
their respective nonsymbolic (quantity) representations
or indirectly via number words. Because the current
study population existed of college students with a fully
developed SNS and considerable exposure to complex
mathematics, it is very well possible that the P2p effect
reflects the mapping of the novel symbols onto number
words that were automatically activated when seeing dot
arrays in the subitizing range for which quick and exact
magnitude estimates could be extracted. Related to this,
it is assumable that there is a change in the nature of nu-
merical representational systems across the life span.
When first learning number symbols at preschool age,
they might be mapped onto early existing, nonsymbolic
quantity representations, at least for the first four sym-
bols (Carey, 2009). Later on, with more experience with
and exposure to number symbols, this may gradually shift
to symbol–symbol (e.g., number word–digit) mapping
and result in the development of a discrete semantic rep-
resentational system as has recently been suggested in
adults with an advanced SNS (Marinova, Sasanguie, &
Reynvoet, 2018; Krajcsi, Lengyel, & Kojouharova, 2016;
Reynvoet & Sasanguie, 2016).

There are as of yet few studies that have investigated
symbol learning, especially the mapping of Arabic nu-
merals on magnitude in early childhood. Although there
is no consensus yet on the exact order of mapping, all
studies agree that magnitude–spoken number word map-
ping takes place before magnitude–Arabic numeral map-
ping at respectively 3 and 4–5 years of age (Hurst et al.,
2017; Lira et al., 2017; Odic, Le Corre, & Halberda, 2015;
Benoit et al., 2013). More importantly for this study, all
these developmental studies report behavioral evidence
for earlier and more accurate nonsymbolic–symbolic
mapping for small (1–3) than medium/large (4–9) num-
bers for which it is more difficult to determine cardinality,
which is in line with the current mapping/learning task
results in adults. A study by Sullivan and Barner (2014),
for example, concludes that children map words to mag-
nitudes via associative mapping for the lower range (up
until approximately six) but rely on an inferential process
to acquire quantities above that. This is further expanded
upon in a review by Carey and Barner (2019), in which it
is proposed that learning of larger number words outside
the subitizing range requires the knowledge and usage of
counting algorithms and linguistic properties such as or-
dinality. Future studies might further investigate the elec-
trophysiological correlates underlying the different stages
of symbol number learning/mapping in early childhood.

Concluding, the combined behavioral data from both our
trial-and-error nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping/learning
task and the number line placement task suggest that adults
only developed exact numeric representations for novel
symbols representing a magnitude in the 1–4 (subitizing)
range. This would be in agreement with suggestions that
the foundation for symbolic number knowledge lies in
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the subitizing range, where exact numerical information
can be quickly extracted from nonsymbolic scenes and
associated with words and symbols (Leibovich & Ansari,
2016; Reynvoet & Sasanguie, 2016; Siegler, 2016; Carey,
2009). Furthermore, only the P2p component showed
nonsymbolic–symbolic mapping-related changes with
learning that are indicative of gradually increased numer-
ical access when the novel symbols acquired numerical
meaning. The N1 amplitude did increase with learning
for all symbols, but this effect was modulated by dot set
size in the sense that it only occurred on trials where sym-
bols were preceded by dots in the 1–4 subitizing range.
This symbolic N1 modulation on only small dot trials
was explained by expectancy violation that only occurred
when one could quickly subitize an exact magnitude from
the dot array that led to a prediction about the correspond-
ing learned symbol, which subsequently caused a percep-
tual mismatch with the observed symbol. In contrast, the
reduction of the P2p across learning blocks, interpreted
as a decrease in effort to retrieve the numeric symbol code
with learning, was not modulated by dot set size and was
only present for novel symbols in the low subitizing range,
for which exact representations were acquired as shown by
the behavioral data. These results support the conclusion
that the P2p reflects the processing stage of first access to
or retrieval of numeric codes and might in future studies
thus be used as a neural correlate of symbol learning in
the sense that it is only modulated when symbols acquire
numerical meaning.
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